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This technical assistance report on Malaysia highlights that the mission aimed to
support the Malaysian authorities in improving government finance statistics (GFS) for
decision making. The mission reviewed the progress in the implementation of the
accounting project to introduce accrual financial reporting standards at the federal
government level. The mission identified considerable potential for collaboration
between Ministry of Finance (MOF) and Department of Statistics Malaysia (DOSM) with
respect to fiscal data collection for other general government sublayers and public
nonfinancial corporations. The mission concluded that the general ledger structure is
sufficient to produce GFS on both cash and an accrual basis. The mission suggested
that collaboration between MOF and DOSM going forward would be necessary to
ensure data consistency and to facilitate the explanation of remaining minor differences
to users. The mission recommends that the authorities verify the causes for
inconsistencies based on recent annual data, and to formally align the collaboration
between the institutions.
This report is the ninth edition of the OECD's Tax Administration Series. It provides
internationally comparative data on aspects of tax systems and their administration in
59 advanced and emerging economies.
This Selected Issues paper examines the implications of lower crude oil prices on
Malaysia’s economy. Although Malaysia’s net oil exports are now very small as a
share of GDP, its gas exports are sizeable. The paper provides some background on
the structure of energy production and trade in Malaysia, and presents results from
empirical analysis of the oil prices on Malaysia’s growth. It is concluded that the decline
in prices is likely to have a net negative impact on growth, even though the recent
decline in oil prices partially reflects supply considerations.
Judgment by the Hight Court Malaysia, judgment date 2 April 2018. The issue in this
case was whether the Malaysian tax authority could examine the client account of a
lawyer when investigating the lawyer's own tax. The Judge held that the answer is
negative.
The Flintstones Management helps managers to manage an organisation in a humane
way. It is important to understand the balance between human governance and
corporate governance. The concepts of professionalism, integrity, values are grounded
as the fundamental of human beings. Unfortunately, with the influence of society, the
humans start to lose themselves and start to do “wonders” to gain more tangible
materials. The terminologies such as materialism, temporal, greed, profane and secular
are designed to address the dramatic change of this society. Humans manage
organisations without the concept of humanity. Corporate governance is created to
address these issues in the organisations. Sadly, does the concept of corporate
governance helps in a real practical world?
Administrative and Compliance EfficiencyInland Revenue Department,
MalaysiaHandbook on Malaysian Income TaxAn Introduction to Malaysian Income
TaxMalaysian TaxationAdministrative & Technical Aspects
A robust and sustainable tax system requires good tax administration. This report
compares the administrative frameworks, functions, and performances of tax
administration bodies in 22 jurisdictions in Asia and the Pacific. The descriptive analysis
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is based on surveys of tax administration conducted in 2012 and 2013. The surveys
attempt to provide internationally comparable data on aspects of the sample
jurisdictions' tax systems and their administration. Tentative conclusions emerge from
the descriptive and comparative analysis.
Simplicity in taxation has considerable potential advantages. However, attempts to
simplify tax systems are only likely to be successful and enduring if they take account of
the reasons why taxation is complex. There are strong pressures on tax systems to
accommodate a range of important factors, as well as complex and changing national
and international environments within which modern tax systems have to operate. This
book explores the experiences of simplification in a range of countries and jurisdictions.
The authors analyse a range of manifestations of simplification, including tax systems,
tax law, taxpayer communications and tax administration. They also review the longer
term or more fundamental approaches to simplification, suggesting that in order to
strike the optimum balance between simplicity and the aims of a tax system in terms of
efficiency and equity, a range of complex environmental factors must all be taken into
account. With chapters reflecting on experiences from Australia, China, Canada,
Malaysia, New Zealand, Russia, South Africa, Thailand, Turkey, the UK and the US,
the authors illustrate differences between jurisdictions and the changing environment in
which they operate. This book addresses the crucial balance between simplicity and the
other objectives of tax design and reform, and suggests that reformers of the tax
system should include simplicity as one of the key evaluators of any design or reform
proposal.
This publication offers guidance to revenue agencies that are thinking of implementing
computerization or information technology to improve the efficiency of their tax administration.
It draws on the experience of Australia, Malaysia, Malta, Pakistan, Singapore and Tanzania,
representing a range of information technology initiatives of varying scales, complexity and
levels of maturity. Rather than look at overall conceptual issues, which are already well
covered elsewhere, this book looks at the finer details of implementation in order to identify
lessons, ideas and opportunities, both at the planning and design phase, and during
implementation and review and evaluation.Offers guidance to revenue agencies thinking of
implementing computerization or information technology to improve the efficiency of their tax
administration. It draws on the experience of Australia, Malaysia, Malta, Pakistan, Singapore
and Tanzania, representing a range of IT initiatives of varying scales, complexity and levels of
maturity.
The eighth edition of the OECD's Tax Administration Series, this report provides internationally
comparative data on aspects of tax systems and their administration in 58 advanced and
emerging economies. The publication presents the results of the 2018 International Survey on
Revenue Administration (ISORA), a multi-organisation international survey to collect nationallevel information and data on tax administration governed by four partner organisations: CIAT,
the IMF, IOTA and the OECD. For the 2018 survey round, the Asian Development Bank (ADB)
agreed to participate along with the four partner organisations.
Like many other countries, Malaysia was hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic starting in early
2020. Its past policy prudence has allowed Malaysia to react swiftly and boldly to the public
health and economic crisis.
The Revenue Statistics in Asia publication is jointly undertaken by the OECD Centre for Tax
Policy and Administration and the OECD Development Centre. It compiles comparable tax
revenue statistics for Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Korea and Japan. The model is the
OECD Revenue ...
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Modernizing China: Investing in Soft Infastructure
This publication compiles comparable tax revenue statistics for Indonesia, Japan,
Korea, Malaysia, the Philippines and Singapore.
"The biennial tax administration conference held by ATAX ... ninth conference was held
in Sydney in April 2010 ... . This edited volume of papers from the conference is
organized into the three key themes of the conference ..."--Back cover.
Revision of the author's thesis (doctoral)--University of Malaya.
The book provides an in-depth review of the various issues connected with Malaysian tax
legislation. It not only discusses the technical aspects but also provides numerous examples to
illustrate the law at work. The emphasis is on income taxation, legal provisions, case law
decisions, Inland Revenue Department practice and guidelines, as well as administrative
aspects relating to tax systems and reforms.
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